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Workshop Evaluation (On training day)

Client : Activision
Workshop :  WorkingSm@rt from Home
Workshop Date: April 16th 2020
Number of Participants: 25
Number of Participants that have completed the evaluation form: 11

On a scale from 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend this training to others?

How would you describe the benefits of this training to others?
1 Really helped to focus me on planning and organizing my work, provided me with some really useful tools and 

techniques to make working at home with distractions more effective
2 The training put more structure into the way we think about working from home and understand some of the 

challenges we might be facing. It also allowed to share ideas among us, so it makes team implementation of 
those ideas easier.

3 Very useful, although some worn out topics like smart goals and meeting effectiveness that are not so relevant 
to working from home specifically. It would be better to understand how to improve meeting effectiveness in a 
WFH setting.

4 really gives you helpfull tools, actionables which will benefit you in getting things done on a structured way
5 It helped me become aware of some of my bad habits when working from home, not taking breaks, checking in 

with family etc.
6 This training helps you to better plan your work from home, improve your focus and get better organized.  Will 

make you feel bettter :-)
7 Its a great course to help you manage and understand your time, whilst working from home - Can we also make 

this course for Mac's too?
8 Good, a lot of it I have to do already as an Assistant to Executives, good to refresh.
9 Understanding in how to work better at home, with your time

10 Good refresher training
11 Useful tips and techniques shared in forum with colleagues
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What will you now do differently working from home?
1 Scheduling time, planning breaks, managing my calendar more effectively, setting shorter objectives for the 

day to prevent becoming overwhelmed
2 Organize my notes in a better way, plan my week in greater detail, communicate that plan better with the 

team, structure my day more efficiently.
3 plan 1.5hr working blocks with clear breaks after, let the family know, and organizing chitchat
4 1. notes on a centralised location  2. shorten meetings when possible  3. schedule break/family time as well
5 Plan my schedule accordingly. Allowing myself time for breaks and also helping me manage expectations 

when it comes to deadlines.
6 Make a weekly calendar and have more interaction with my colleagues
7 I will certainly make sure I have time for myself, take breaks and also look at different working styles of others
8 Do most of it already
9 Take more breaks   Schedule my time better   Take time in the morning or end of day to plan my next day

10 Working with outlook / calendar differently
11 Top 3  Planning ahead   Using Calendar  Understanding other team members styles
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